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what happened, these three who saw these three men crucified there... expected

that they would all be going to a common grave and to their amazement thcaa

w4i was taken and buried in a rich man's tomb, and so tt fit with what

a1appened, . . it was actually with a rich man. I think that the x usual interpretation

.he made his grave with the ... and of course if people take it that way...and

these wicked rich, these malefactors.. .1 think that the rich here as it is fulfilled

shows that it was ... lncidentd. ly this word sheol is often translated the grave

and correctly understood that is not a bad translation, but it is understood literall

Ax it is a bad r&M-translation, .. . It a may Ex mean the condition of all deaparted

spirits. I don't hardly think that ... you notice a footnote there in the-4c#tt-leKittel

Bible, they say change some of the letters around here and try to get it to mean

some other word that might perhaps mean wicked. Now, the best suggestion ±sx

for that is the first one, that would make it the ... and that is ... and they make

made his grgave with wicked ones and . ..and wehave no evidence. . . they make

made his grave with wicked ones and the . . of the nation. Now that is an interesting

suggestion, now, the suggestion that they will make.. . that would have a-r-e

particular . . .1 don't quite see what hey- that could -po&s-b4 possibly mean.
take

that is a particular statement...And some would say that ... and if yoq/-e it as

.t and with the wicked man... and the only difference is that... and it is a little

difficult ... and it is very interesting.., and the way that thais Hebrew text an

what do we have .... many t e the beginning of that ... this exaltation. He was

killed with malefactors... and this humiliation... but with a rich man in his death...

So shall he sprinkle many nations. . well, it is-l4te1- .. . this is what we

are talking about, one that we would normally expect .... this is the actual... and

in addition it is an interesting thing because it is a carrying out of the ..how
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